Expectant women have many choices about their "birth plan" today. In the hospital, at home, with
a midwife, water birth, or epidural. There are many blessings to modern medicine, and I would
guess a clean place and experienced doctor would have been a welcome sight in Bethlehem for
Mary. The fear of the unknown, delivering a child at a young age, knowing that Joseph wasn’t the
biological father, not to mention the knowledge that he is the Son of God… seems pretty
overwhelming and not part of anyone's "birth plan." But, oh what joy!
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Though childbirth is so common since
the beginning of time, it is amazing how
unique each birth story is. Each of our
clients has a story that is different from
the other’s. Some begin sadly with a
mom by herself in a quiet delivery room,
making her first call to an adoption
agency to make an adoption plan. Other
stories show the generous love a birth
mom is already displaying - having the
adoptive mom present for the delivery
or allowing the adoptive father to cut
the umbilical cord. Some of the (cont..)
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babies went into the arms of their forever family right in the hospital, while others were
discharged to the loving care of a grandmotherly lady and her husband for interim care a few days
before going home with their family.
One link in all these adoption stories is the gift of life. The birth parents chose to hurt, receive
stares and questions, some with few supporters in their corner because they valued the life of
their child. With YOUR help as adoption advocates and donors, more lives are saved and women
feel supported to pursue adoption and a future for their child.
Our lives all changed that first Christmas when God sent his Son to earth as a humble baby to live
a sinless life and then suffer death on our behalf so that we would spend eternity with God. Have
you accepted this gift from our Creator? May your holidays be filled with the wonder and peace of
that first Christmas in the stable, in the presence of our Lord.

